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Homecoming Queen Selection Set Tonight
Finalists Display
Fashions at 8
By NAN SABATINI
Morris Dailey Auditorium will assume an oriental atmosphere to-
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night as 10 Homecoming queen finalists display poise, ease and grace
at the S p.m. Homecoming Fashion Show.
"A Japanese Garden" theme will be carried out with the field of
finalists being narrowed down to five ... one Homecoming queen and
four attendants.
Announcement of the 11458 Homeeoming queen ulli be made
at the Coronation Ball tomorrow night in Exposition Hall of the
sant* Clara County fair grounds. The dance is scheduled for 9
until 1.
Four judges have been chosen from the San Jose area to officiate
at the fashion show. It will he their job to select this year’s queen.
Women are to be judged on poise, ease and grace and on the basis
of a personal interview before the show.
Judges are Mrs. Kathy Bristol, San Jose Mercury -News; Jay
Kramer, San Jove Chamber of Commerce; Stuart Ganz. Stuarts’
and Alex Hart, Hart’s dept. store.
Finalists as ill model first le sport clothes and, for the conclusion
of the show, will appear in formals. Clothes to be modeled are front
local stores.
Public is invited to attend, according to Joyce Rowson queen
committee chairman. There will be no admission fee.
Ten remaining contestants after a record student vote ate:
Judy Allen, Alpha Phi Omega; Helen Barker, Phl sigma
Kappa; Ziska Baum, Kappa Kappa Gannon; Susan aleintyre,
Kappa Alpha Theta; Nancy Newman, Alpha Tau Omega; Sheila
O’Brien, Delta sigma Phi: Diane Perry, Delta Gamma; Lana
Porter, Kappa Alpha and LaDonna Schulz, Sigma Na.
Sid Thompson is general chairman for the 1955 Homeconling
celebration at San Joke State.
Nov. 15 is Homecoming Day with downtoen parade and San Jose.
Fresno State football game scheduled.

’Council Tackles
Racial Problem

Student Council again Is tackling the problem of racial discrimination in San Jose State College
fraternities, it sass learned yesterday.
More than 14 questionnaire letters have been sent to men’s Campus fraternities requesting what
NO. 32 progress has been made in changing selectivity clauses in fraternity charters since last year.
At yesterday’s Council meetIng
in the Student Union, ASO President Dick Robinson indicated only
two fraternities had answered the
letters.

Kappa Alpha on Probation After Fracas
Nation First Street Clearance
Interfraternity Court State,
Give Demos
Enforces IFC Rules Large Victory Gets Merchants’ OK
For the second time this semester, the name of Pi Kappa Alpha
has come up in the Interfraternity Council Court, and the result Is
that the fraternity has been placed on a probationary status for the
balance of the 1958-59 school year.
This decision was reached by the I.F.C. Court as it met Tuesday
afternoon to consider charges that Pi Kappa Alpha had violated I.F.C.
and college rules concerning general conduct. A pros release from the
office of Robert S. Martin, associate dean of studen. 3, stated:
PI Kappa Alpha Fraternity was reported to the I.F.C. Court for
possible violations of I.F.C. and college rules concerning general conduct. Specifically, the fraternity was charged with violating sections
of the Student Code of Conduct which state that "Students are expected to cesserve standards of conduct that are generally recognized
as being in good taste. Any behavior that can adversely reflect on
the individual, his family, his group, or the college as a whole is not
in good taste." In addition. the Code states. "Theft, vandalism, or
cannot be condoned."
damage to this or another campus
It was reported that Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity on Thursday
evening, October 30, engaged in a traditional event which involved
delivering pumpkin’s to various fraternity and sorority houses. In the
process the fraternity engaged in water fights with various organizations. This led to some personal and property damage and confiscation of personal property. In addition, the reputation of the fraternity
system and college was damaged. The Court found the fraternity
responsible for these violations and recommended the following action:
1. Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity le to be placed on a probationay status
for the balance of the 1958-59 school year.
2. Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity is to be restricted from participation
in all I.F.C. and Greek activities for the balance of the fall semester. This includes I.F.C. intramural participation, Greek Show,
I.F.C. Formal and exchanges with sororities.
3. The fraternity is to be limited to three social functions for the
balance of the fall semester. This section of the penalty is to commence with the week beginning November 10.
4. The fraternity must attend all meetings of the I.F.C. and of subcommittees, and must pay I.F.C. dues, however, members of the
fraternity may not held office or committee chairmanships in the
I F C.
5. The I.F.C. Court will review this decision at the end of the fall
semester. At that time it will ask the fraternity to present a
detailed summary of its over-all operations. On the basis of this
review, the Court will determine if any or all of the above restrictions should be continued for the spring semester.
Dean Martin pointed out that the last paragraph in the press release provides for Court review at the end of this semester. "Pi Kappa Alpha will remain on probation until the end of next semester. -as
stipulated. But it is within the discretion of the Court to decide
whether or not the restrictions that are milled for will continue into
next semester, along with the probation." he said.
Ron Craig, Pi Kappa Alpha president, was asked for a comment
yesterday regarding the Court’s decision.
"We will try to consider the Court’s decision a reasonable one,
and we will do our best to live up to the terms of the probation," he

Complied from UPI
California Democrats rolled toward their greatest election triumph of the 20th century yesterday as nationally the party scored
its biggest Congressional triumph
since the Roosevelt -New Deal.
Democratic Attorney General
Edmund G. Brown’s lead over
Republican Sen, William F.
Knowland in the gubernatorial
rim- 1111%MA time 600,0110 mark,
and may hit a million.
Republican Gov. Goodwin J.
Knight conceded defeat in the U.S.

Election Returns
(hut of 211.596 california voting precincts, latest available
election returns
:
Governor (26,861 precincts)
Brown 1,860,1+60
Knovi land 1,161,840
LS. Senator (26.681 precincts)
Engle 1.716.790
Knight 1,178,628
See, of State (19,853 precincts
Jordan 1,754,936
I.opez 1,710,180
IA. Gov. (20,653 precinct!!
Anderson 1,906,285
Powers 1.863.710
Treasurer (18,253 precincts)
Betts 1.612,092
Button 1,504.731
Controller (20,658 precincts
Cranston 1,846,283
Kirkwood 1,841,306
Senate race to Democratic Congressman Clair Engle.
The Democrats captured both
State Senate and Assembly majorities and are assured of at
least a 15-15 tie for the state’s
Congressional delegation.
Propositions 16, 17 and HI were
all deeisively defeated.
On the national level, Democrats retained control of both
houses of ( ongreoui in a landslide steam’ despite rresident
Eisenhower’s plea for a GOP
Victory,

Thanks to Charles Kahn and the San Jose Downtown Merchants
Assn. the 1958 Homecoming parade will march down a practically
car-free First street, Nov. IS.
Kahn, Homecoming chairman for the downtown businessmen,
worked with members of the association to bring the agreement allowing Homecoming committee members to place "no parking"
signs along First street at 4 p.m.

Parade time has been set fort
5 p.m.
Signs will read "no parking
from 4 to 6 p.m." and will be
issued by the student committee.
No traffic citations will be given
violators of the request.
Greek Holiday, a weekly feaLast month the San Jose City
lure, dominates today’s KOED
Council okayed the 5 p.m. parade
broadcasting. Starting at 1:15,
time and stated that 40 auxiliary
Greek Holiday will be devoted to;
city police would block traffic
the Alpha Chi Omega sorority. Pat
from entering First street during
Swanson will sing, and other sothe march. No city order was
rority women will discuss the hisgiven to clear First street of parktory and activities of their sorored cars,
Kahn said the merchants having ity.
businesses along the parade route
News and sports start the day
have agreed to the signs being
placed despite heavy shopping at 12:30, and "Great Hits of Yesterday" will precede Greek Holicrowds on Sat irday afternoons.
Pres. John T. Wahlquist accept- day at 12 171
ed Monday the invitation to act as
Grand Marshall of the parade.
The Homecoming parade. followed by the 8 15 San Jose StateFresno State football game at
Spartan Stadium, is to feature ’
floats of several sororities and
fraternities and Independent
groups.
Ten high school bands have
By United Pres* Intentational
been asked to participate along
SAN FRANCISCO- The
with entries in the Non -float diswitchboard operator at Brown vision of the parade.
tor-Governor Headquarters here
answered the phone yesterday
with her usual cheery "Brown for
Governor" greeting. Then. she
backtracked hastily and said:
"W h o op.,
1 . mean Governor
Dr. Paul Pitman, dean of men Brown."
at Coalinga College, will speak
on the "Crisis in the Middle East," IICSS-WEST DEADLOCK
at 10 30 a m. tomorrow in MorGENEVA Russia and the West
remained tightly deadlocked on
ris Dailey Auditorium.
A former dean of men at SYS. proposals for a nuclear testing ban
Dr. Pitman has spent two years last night. It was reported that
in Libya as an educational con- both sides were asking their goaultant to the Libyan government. vernments for new instructions.

Sorority Featured
Today on KOED

Kappa and Sigma 1’1, aceortlinit
"ow houses we" Phi mi""
to Barbara C. Johnson, the
Council’s corresponding secretary.
Robinson said during the meeting that "the letters are being sent
out to all men’s national fraternities" at SJS.
"The Council wants to know
whet changes have taken place in
fraternities since last year," he
pointed out.
Specifically, the (’ouncil wants
the fraternities to rem)se restrictive clauses from the charters of
all national fraternal organizations.
The letter reads:
"Keeping in line with our established policy on the racial discrimination issue, we are again
sending you a letter in an attempt
to learn of any developments or
progress you have made in this
area.
-Perhaps this topic was discuss ed at your national convention or
your regional conferences. If so.
will you kindly inform us of the
actions " have ("mi’lvt*.d’"
In other action yesterday, the
Council officially accepted the
"Peace Pact" between SJS and
College of the Pacific.
Agreed by the pact are these
stipulations:
1. There shall he no kidnaping.
physical abuse or any type of ac-.

tivity which might endanger anyone’s physical well being.
2. No defacement or destruction
of building or grounds owned or
used by the colleges. Painting or
burning activities shall be strictly
prohibited.
3. Any joint after-game social
function shall conform to the rules
of good taste and conduct of both
colleges.
a. The holder of the traditional winner’s ben salti agree
to keep it safely uttitout using
It irresponsibly for publicity.
The pact is signed by Robinson
and COP President of Students
Jack Willoughby.
In another matter the Council
moved that nominations for appointment of two members to the
Festival of Arts Committee be
open for another week.
Students on the committee will
help plan out Summer Session
entertainment programs, Robinson
said, lie added that applicants
need not be attending Summer
Sessions and do not have to live
in this area during the summer.
"All the planning is done before
Summer Session begins," explained Robinson.
Also annunreill at the meeting
Was that the Four Freshmen,"
a ueil-known singing group,
may minicar here at &IS in January.
Larry Genzel, chairmen of the
Social Affairs Committee, said
that "there’s a good possibility
that this group can be brought to
Morris Dailey Auditorium, But It
is still in the negotiating stage."
Whether the Spartan C-aleterria
will re-open on weekends still is
uncertain.
Robinson mild that meetings will
be held with Michael Dolan, cafeteria manager. William Felse,
student affairs business manager,
and Harry Wineroth, Spartan
Bookstore manager to talk over
the possibility with Council members.

Girl Switches La Torre Sittings
Tomorrow
’Phone Style 1 ToFor End
Tardy Seniors

Dr. Pitman Talks
On Middle East

Tomorrow Is definitely the last
day to have individual photographs taken for the 1959 La
Torre, according to editor Jack
Smith. Friday’s appointments are
especially designed to permit those
students who are out on student
teaching assignments to have their
pictures taken for the ’59 yearhook.
Living groups that have received
space contracts for the yearbook
arc’ reminded that Friday, Nos’. 14
is the deadline date to turn In
these contracts, The statenients
, may be returned to the Student
Business Affairs Office, Titlfi.
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We’Ve received many
requests about our
handy chem class, but
Were going to continue
it anyway.
Zinc: what you wash

dishes in.
Cadmium: person you
don t like.
030 SPS: name of amazing Wonsted.tes suit
that sheds wrinkles aneF
stains, 67.50 at R A.
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WATCH YOUR TOES...

ve Daily Comment
Editorial

By HUGH AcGRAW

,Boys
wo! Semantics
RssalC

Time magazine started it. We’ll finish it!
That ego of journalism said last week: "The much publicized
Production Code, which once bulldogged producers and exhibitors, is
being observed these days about as often as the whooping crane."
The Production Code stas originally established to keep "dirt"
(promiseuous sex relationships, persersion, suggestive dances,

Coffee Revisited

Well, boys, you’re in now.
You asked the people to give
By GEORGE H. BROWN
you a clean boat, free from ReCoffee Date"
publican -resistance." Yesterday’s
Around San Jose State this familiar phrase has come to have
voters did just that. In fact, they : many different meanings. Through custom, usage and interpretation
took that political boat and turn- the coffee date, likened to our Constitution, has endured many changes
ed it upside down, sprayed it out, through the ages.
and wiped it dry with Democratic
The first meaning of course is that of the original term itballots.
self the "coffee date" or "date for coffee." This interpretation
Then Mr. Public gave you the
I. pure and simple ... nothing further said.
men you asked for to man the
A second interpretation consists of the dull routine of wating for
oars. You said this new team was service islotated back in the fourth row of parked cars. After finally
man
the
able
to
a good team,
manuevering your-by.nos.-coffee-stained-vehicle into the first row, the
oars efficiently and pull the gov- cup is drained of its ingredients and it’s time to plan strategy for a
ernmental boat ahead.
hasty retreat.
You claimed that each of the
oarsmen had something special to Connivery
offer to Mr. Public. You not only
Our departure is held up somewhat when our Rightly car hop k
claimed, you promised. Maybe
trying to come up with proper change to allow for a "not too obvious"
you fellas can pull a historical tip.
feat and live up to some of those
Choice comments like "burning the midnight oil for a psypromises. We’ll be watching from
chology exam" Sr.’ among the pleasantries exchanged upon arrivbank.
the river
ing at the girl’s house. If this doesn’t nork the old stand-by of
But if we don’t expect a specdoes the job equall
aa welL
"lookout’s at II" ussaali
This
tacular show, the least we deserve
of course %Ma.% the gent the trouble of resorting to connivery Ifl
for our money is a good demoncoming up with an excuse to beat a hasty exit.
stration. We expect to see a
This interpretation has usually been associated with the tall girl
clean, smooth display of oarsmanship. We don’t want to see any I and short boy, the movie goer and TV edict, the rock -n-roller and the
hanky-panky out in that political !Lill Pons fan, an avid Milwaukee supporter and a Mickey Mantle
boat. No beating each other over 1lIdolizer, and of course the classic example of Democrat versus Rethe head with oars, or pulling with publican.
just one hand ... or falling asleep
Second Couple
at the locks,
Next offering is that of couple number two .
We want to see you all pulling
If he is fortunate he can find a drive-in that already has four
those oars together. And not for
your own sake but for Mr. Public rows of cars and he has the distinct pleasure of initiating a fifth
sitting on the bank. He paid to ithe longer to stay with you my dear! The painstaking job of working up to the front row is a mere "break of the game’ for our hero
see tit show.
And fella:, before we forget. this time. Of course his arriving there depends on the able prodding
We aren’t threatening you at all, of his fellow coffee-daters by applying slight pressure on their noise
we’re just writing this down in our mechanisms lest he get too involved in his cup-tipping.
Any spilling of coffee in his car just affords an excuse for
memories: If you don’t put on a
saying . . . "Don’t worry about it. i.e can take care of this ungood show out on the governfortunate incident Saturday while WE’RE WASHING MY CAR."
mental river today. if you start
In this example, the carhop is spared the necessity of fishing
splashing around and zigzagging
that boat all over the stream, around for the correct amount of change. Our escort remedies the
when you come around in 1960 situation by waving his hand and with a loud ringing voice triumphto sell us on your boat show, we antly shouts "keep the change." Of course his escort is greatly imwon’t buy the tickets. In fact, we pressed by this gesture of -good-heartedness." Visions of the opera
might just punch holes in your house and -Fisherman’s Wharf gaily dance in her head.
political boat.
H.McG. Likes Being Compusital
- Arriving at the scene of departure. Cinderella hears the stroke of
All female teachers in San 11 beating its warning bong. To ease the seriousness of the situation.
Francisco were required to attend our coed reassuredly says "That’s all right if I get campused. I need
classes at Minns’ Evening Normal the study time anyway." However our Champion of Justice insists
that she go in .. . all the while making with a shaking of the head
School (now SJS) in 1860.
to and fro.
By the time this little incident is over it’s twelve o’clock anyway
and the fella promises to serenade her Friday night as she peers
through the bars from her second story window.
Of course our male suspect doesn’t depart until he has In his
Entered as second class Hoffer April 24
mental notebook another date, commencing first day after parole.
1934, at San Jose. Calif., under the act
This is the typical example displayed by the Ella Fitzgerald
of March 3, 1879. Member California
Newspaper Publishers’ Association.
fanatic and the "cat" vsho’s wild over Louie Armstrong, a Kingston
Published daily by Associated Students Trio fan and a guitar player. a journalism major and a football player,
of San Jose State College, ezcept Sat- a senior and a freshman and a psychology
major and a mentally unurday oed Sunday, during colleg year
with ono issue during each final exami- balanced patient.
So cnds our lesson In semantics.
nation period.
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we received so many letters on school
spirit we have taken the privilege of selecting only two . . .
one pro,one con. We feel these
letters are the more interesting of those received./
Because

Dear Thrust and Parry:
I have been reading some of the
letters lately in the paper and I
notice many people making fun
of school spirit and fraternities
and sororities and other social organizations.
Perhaps those who are inclined
to laugh and mock the social
ideals of college life should reevaluate themselves. After all,
this is the 20th century and with
the aid of psychology and sociology we know man needs that
feeling of togetherness that is
created by fraternities, sororities
ar cheering at a football team for
,P boys who represent our school.
I think many times the people
no ridicule the fraternities, so- Titles or rally committees are
ly trying to he different and
,,mpensate for an inferiority

complex by assuming airs of superiority.
I prefer to admit I need friends
in college and I would rather
gain the lifelong loyalty of a sorority than an embittered mind
trying to be different so as to appear superior.
We who, for example, belong to
sororities and who cheer until we
are exhausted at the football
games feel we are making positive
contributions to our college.
I don’t think I am just another
"stupid" sorority "chick," as the
campus intellectuals prefer to
label us. Do you?
Susan Jacobs
ASH 20673
Dear Thnist and Parry!
On reading the letter written by
ASB 9175 in your Thursday issue.
I was moved to the point of
jumping wholeheartedly behind
the previously mentioned person.
Obviously something must be
done!
This deplorable lack of inter,’-’
shown by our "immalore old. ,
students" in their refus:d to par -

BY

RAY HACKETT
Formal 9 to I a.m.
Pick up Bids of
STUDENT AFFAIRS OFFICE
Or

OUTER QUAD

THE

ADVANCE!, c)cti.go

Demon Drivers Need
Psychiatric Couch

Her reply Is. "But, dear, the trouble with that film . . . It
that it got in so nutny legs, hut that it giggled coyly and
promised to show more of them, and then didn’t keep the promise.
It was Peeping Tom’s idea of humor.-

By JOE CROW
It was 2:30 in the morning. Psychology mid-term was forthcoming. I poured another cup of instant coffee. The smoke -engulfed
room was becoming acrid. Had to ge+ a good mark on the psychology test, so 1 It up another filter tipnaturally, the wrong end
again. I was tired. The hell with it I thought. Time for bed.
I staggered over to my anything -but -Seeley mattress and fell on
the protruding springs. Sleep would come fastI thought.
The roar of a speeding

College Singers
Perform Locally
Local talent from the SIS
campus has been participating
regularly in weekly opera *cations held at the Italian Cellar,
In San Jose.
The talents of Robert Madsen, Mike Patterakis and Jane
Ann Fritz hate been heard in
the "(’eUar" a.s celebrities from
the campus.
Each Saturday night opera
losers gather to hear fasorite
Has of performing artists. Often
after the program. guests vocalists from the audience are asked to sing favorite arias.
Jane Ann Fritz, senior mu Jane Ann Fritz, senior music
major nith a large following,
was noticed ;n the audience and
persuaded to sing. She says the
place is perfect for local talent
to display itself.
Since a humble beginning in
Mare’’, the "Cellar- ha% groin
Int,, an attraction tor students
interested in fine arts. Paintings of San .1041‘ artists are displisse,’ on the is
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pipes "hacked off"
creating
machine gun -like thunder. Must
he a soting kid I mused. How
sarong I %sty:. Am! non I’m certain. l’s,’ noticed everyday
these loud, obnoxious aceessorles about the streets adjacent
to the S.IS campus.

ARE YOU READY
For Jorr After Hours
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PAUL’S CYCLES
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$W1NGLINE "TOT"
Millions now Its use. Unconditionally guaranteed. Makes book
cosers, fastens papers, arts and

crafts, mends, tacks, etc. Available at your college bookstore.

$W1NG/INII
Tvlir Stade, $1,79

Maybe these individuals are
ehihitionists. Rut maybe they’re Just plain in,-onsiderate. I
go along mitt) the latter. Take
a look at s llll e of the alleged
cars is hen you nalk to college.
letszlet of the loud also
hasp ridiculous a m o If n t s of
flonery design spilled all over
the hood, trunk and doors. Some
esen base the cars named.
Sorts like metal mistresses.

Easter wouldn’t be Easter .

Sliscfrotiollakte:

INC.
LONO ISLAND CM, NEW 5055, N. 5.

"For Goodness Sake!"
EAT

AT

ED’S HOLE IN THE WALL
If you enjoy eating delicious home -cooled meals in airconditioned comfort, Ed’s Hole In The Wall is a MUST!
Students will enjoy the congenial atmosphere where young
people congregate. Complete dinners from $1.40.
1610 L Santa Clara

Open Daily ’til 10 p.m.

Sports
ts
. w
Cosoots

Dressy
dresses

5he gilled

Cage

455 EAST WILLIAM STREET
IAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

CYnriiss 4-7429

RECORDS
CAPITOL
COLUMBIA
RCA

$3.98

MERCURY
Always at a Savings!
Values as low as

unless

$239

FIGHT CANCER WITH

A
CHECKUP AND A CHECK

CONTACT LENS CENTER
WITH CORNEAL CONTACT LENSES
JOE ALLEN FRANK JACKSON Technicians
213 S. First
CYpress 7-5174
SPECIALISTS

a Swingline
Stapler no
bigger than a
pack of gum!

Only six people attended the I
first classes of the California ;
State Normal School. Five were !
"young ladies" in their teens.

Rack to psychology. Why do
these so-called "men," desire to
be so vividly noticed. Certainly
there must be some kind of a
complex --inferiority. superiority,
or are they attempting to carve
their little niche in the world?
Well. one thing for sure; they’re
noticed. Horribly so.

I wonder what they (the minds
of the student’s driving these absurd monstmsitiesi are trying to
prose. To impress people, or are
ticipate in the rallies, dances, they only fooling themselves?
football games, chess tournaTake time and see one of these
ments, croquet matches, etc., is an
insult to San Jose State College. Individuals at a red light. Why.
ASB 9173 has shown awareness their car seems to shake and
of the critical state of affairs in shudder anticipating the green
the library. So it is felt that he or light. With a sickening roar they.
she would be a good person to will try to leap ahead of other
"carry the ball" and take steps traffic. As far as I’m concerned
let
’em go. M a y he the
to correct the situation.
So, ASS 9173, I suggest that the drivers will sleep better knowing
very next time those happy, happy that they have carved a little
nitch on a worm -rotted piling.
cheerleaders come bouncing from Notice the diver’s face after he
table to table in the library, get has "out -smarted" another driver
thy dashing out ahead’. You’ll see
right in behind them and yell.
Oh yes! If any one of those a silly smirk of sheer glee or a
nasty -immature" students doesn’t marble mask of indifference.
There auto-be-a -law.
get in line. Just stand right up to
-------- him and hit him with your liiliPATRONIZE
pop’
Wayne Gurganii,-,
OUR ADVERTISERS
ASB 11736

I worm my CONTACT
ate
LENSES. Years ago most rbbits
carrots to improve their oyitsight...
glasses wouldn’t wori because of
their ears. Then they found out about
CONTACT LENSES. Since than thousands of rabbits haYtt ioined the
9To*I,It2 family of CONTACT LENS
wearers. They’re crazy About thorn
too. People like Otero eAd can ciii
them et
.

Hot-rodding, violent delinquents are uplifted. Lechery and adultery is painted as "the thing to do." And on and on. Then the film
colony thinks it can hide its’ true motiviations by ending a film behind a sweet, rose-colored, absurd moral. No one swalows it, and they
know it.
For the big laugh, listen to an actor or producer defend his
actions. He’ll try to hide behind the facade of "art." The truth
here is that Hollywood turns out true irrt films about as frequently as Cubans fight blizzards.
The last thing we wish to see is more decency -legislation. Laws
can’t distinguish between real art and sensual entertainment. They
can’t distinguish scenes included in films for their own effect from
those which have a higher, aesthetic purpose.
It remains for the film industry to clean up it’s Peeping Tomism.

nhat

and I was assakened.
be

obscenity, etc.) out of Hollywood produced

wasn’t

Sticky Togetherness
Note:

FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 7th
Exposition Hall - Fa;rgrounds

MUSIC

-15AC-i-ilr4Cs

,

The fact of the matter is that the Code’s seal is being placed on
some of the most atrocious movies ever created. It isn’t the content
of films alone which make them vulgar, it’s the manner in which
the content is directed.
Take any erotic scene from almost any movie. All in one
breath the producers are saying, "This is a had thing, but go on
and do it anyway."
We know, or we should know, by this time what sex, violence and
crime are. Seeing it isn’t the disturbing factor.
In Lewis’ "Main Street" the situation is perfectly described. And
that was 50 years ago. The heroine is griping about the caliber of a
movie she and her husband had just viewed. It was a Cleats Comedy
Corporation film loaded with, what was in those days, "stimulating"
women. The husband, a boor, who has enjoyed the movie immensely,
guffawing and smacking his knee, chastises his wife by saying "there
was nothing dirty in the film."

AFRAIP WE’LL HAVE TO MO* WILCOX OACA

Students Differ on Spirit
(Editor’s

Camille FLORIST

seduction In
films.

Largest Selection of Sterco Records

COAST RADIO
266 South First
CV 5-5141
Open Monday and Thursday
9

AMMO

7-74.7

77.-!77

w
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TIGER TAKES A ’CAT-NAP

SPARTAN DAILYI1

’Emotional
on
Battle’
Tap
Changes
Rumored
In COP Backfield

cpartatt cportd

Echoes from the -closed practice sessions- at
Stockton resound
Sports EditorsRALPH CHATOIAN, LOU LUCIA
the words that Dick Bass may start at fullback and quarterback
Herm
Urenda at Bass’ former left half position.
This speculation by an informer could be true, for
Urenda is the
third best ball carrier on the COP team. In addition, Gary
Hubb has
almost the same passing mark and would free Urenda for
running
duties and Bass for bulldozing charges.
Though Oh. Tiger olien3e ha,
bogged doss n in the last thre,
contests, the return of end 01a
Murchison
and tackle Wayne
An injur)-plagued Spartababe eleen ail! na t I le a p.N .rlill COP
Hawkins should bolster the forfreshman squad at Spartan Stadium tomorrow at 3 p.m. in its final
In
addition. Spartan
ward wall.
home game.
coaches deeply respect end Chinis
SJS’ fetish gridders received their first setback of the season last
Lander and ’237 lb. guard Carl I
week, a 42-16 mauling by Fresno’s Bullpups. The Spartan yearlings
Kammerer.
were hampered by the loss of four starters.
Coach Bob Titchenal points to a Tiger that has been beaten the
APPLEDOORN OUT"
last three Saturtlacs and tells
to 1%1 quarterback Emmett
Coach Max Coley is hoping for strong, aggressive play from his
Clarion Appledoorn, sophomore
Lee. halfback Dine litirlburt and tackle Jim Wright. not to let
able squad in order to hold the vicious Tiger Cubs. COP’s fresh stophim get up.
may not play Saturday. said
end,
ped Fresno cold in a 28-0 contest.
Play-by-play eonunentary of
Spartafoto by Corky Dunnenbrink
Coach Bob Titchenal. It is believed
Mack Burton. star fresh halfback, probably will not sec action
the (’OP-SJS football game
Appledoorn has a torn blood vesdue to a hip-pointer. Burton was in the Fresno game for only three
from Stockton will he broadcast
sel in his calf muscle. Appledoorn’s
plays. Regular end Fred Daniels and tackle Dale Hunt definitely will
over Radio KEEN, San Jose and
loss would make the SJS passing
not play against the Tigers.
KSCO, Santa Cruz i10801 start"
attack press a bit more.
Also on the doubtful injury list are quarterback Del Kalbach. end
ing at 7:45 p.m. Saturday. Bob
by LOU LUCIA
Ranked find in the nation by
Don Shoemaker, halfback Jerry Sims, and fullback Paul Millarke.
Blum will be the mike -side comNCAA passing offense statisSpartan probable starting lineup will he ends Bill Bossman and
mentator.
winning football team? tics, the Spartans hake averaged
What ingredients are needed to make
Ken Robie; Lacy Carter and John Sutro, tackles; Ron Dominguez and
Most gridiron connoisseurs would agree that it takes one part 174.5 yards per game. Though
Gary Yates. guards; Hank Chamness, center; Neal Dahlen. quarterPebble Beach Races
’making the key play’, one part ’desire’ and one part ’luck’. Stir gen- the passing percentage of 32
back; Eddie Mann and David Kilbourne, halts; Floyd Elliott, fullIs
quite
high,
per
cent
it
is
also
erously and allow this conglomeration to settle right over the opback.
OLA
MURCHISON
Offer Student Prices
Spartan
clear that
pass snatchponents goal line and a winner is produced.
Students will receive a special
Coach Bob Titchenal says that desiring to win and making the ers have been harder to catch
half price discount rate at the key play
have changed the Spartans first three losses into the succeed- than firefly. on Broadway.
famed Pebble Beach Sports Car ing three
Chuck Yeyna, Dave Iliirlburt,
wins. And just when it appeared the Spartans were downRoad Races to be held at the LaDan Colchico, Al Conley and Oneal
grading the mixture.
ETHYL-100’ OCTANE
guna Seca track in Monterey on
Cuterry are dangerous when once
LUCK TROWN IN
Nov. 8, 9.
Sam
secondary.
DaWson
in
the
has
REG.-90’ OCTANE
Luck is thrown in for good measure because of injuries and other
Special tickets will be issued paraphernalia such as bad hopping footballs, by officials, infraetions come into his own at fullback and
It attend the
Cigarettes 18:
now leads the Spartans with an
to students at a $1.50 price upon seen, etc.
COP-SJS football game in Stock By HARVEY JOHNSON
eight yard average.
display of their student body card.
All Major Oils-38: qt.
Thc key play was missing against Washington when. the
HARDEST TEST
ton Saturday will need only their;
There is no .pre -sale of tickets.
Spartans failed to make a two point conversion and put the
Coach Julie Menendez’ varsity
Spartan coaches agree that the
Huskies out of the fire into the Spartan soup.
bootees will face a formidable foe ASB cards for admittance to the
game.
Desire was lacking in the Hawaii game as the Rainbows brilliantly defensive fine of COP probably Saturday in Spartan Stadium.
clouded the SJS eleven, 8-6. Desire was certainly present against Cal will be the hardest test for the
fh & William -6th & Keyes
For the first time in the several
The Spartans will face the USE
SJS
ground
game
.
In
addition,
line
Chester G. ?it’ll!, educational Poly but the Mustangs capitalized on the key play and some luck
Dons, presently leading the Nor- years the Student Council nFeldman
says
Marty
that
coach
representative from the San against the locals.
pensed with the necessity of purrunning attack is stopped, thorn Intercollegiate Soccer Con_
Francisco office of veteran’,
Arizona State was eighth in the nation in rushing when the it the
chasing tickets in San Jose prim’
no
ference
with
four
wins
and
lanes
might
also
close
slim one point the air
affairs, will be on campus today Spartans’ desire made the pot boil into 21 points and
losses The Dons defeated Santa to journeying to COP.
to consult with California set- vic’ory. There must be some pot luck included in a one point win, no down.
Students are also reminded of
Clara
Saturday, 15-0. The eon.
Titchenal and Feldman are
erans. He will he asallahle in matter how tasteful.
the Tigers. "This Is a vincing Don victory boosted their the car-caravan sponsored by the
wary
of
Admin. 26:3 from 9 a.m. until DX. OUT-HUSTLED
Student Y. Sign-ups close at 4
rivalry game. Not even eonsid- goals -per-game average to 9.2.
123 So, 4th Street
12 noon.
Denver was out -hustled and out -key played to death as -the SparMenendez stated. "The Dons p.m. today, or as soon as the limit
strong team they have
/ring
the
tan passing attack went rampant. Sam Dawson, who had seen little
of
100
rea,lied.
students
is
are probably the best soccer
COP would still be hard to
action previously, put on a running dislay.
team on the coast and could
beat," Titchenal said. Feldman
Idaho, one touchdown favorites, were themselves Vandalized
MARCHICK’S
FAIRGROUNDS FAIRWAYS
very well be in line for national
added that the "emotional pitch
and scandalized to the tune of 41-6. Desire and the key play
honors."
ARMY -NAVY
of the game could swing the
Golf Driving Range
again were stirred to the optimum.
tide."
The Spartans, on the other
Complete Line
The Tigers of a "Moose" (Myers) with a slithering fish named
SPECIAL STUDENT RATE
open Monday
Besides Appledoorn. Titchenal hand, have yet to come up with
Bass (Dick t are next in line. Though the game will be Played on
ROTC and AFROTC
35, bucket with ASB Card
a few other injured ball a win in the NISC. Saturday. the
named
Saturday, instead of a Friday the Spartans would like nothing better
396 So. Sth St.
Formerly
Briefcases
&
Tully
Road
S 10th
players but said they should be Spartans held the Cal Bears to
than to scale a Bass.
Binders
ready by game time. Ray Norton one goal hut were unable to musMany things can happen. The
Complete Line of
was one of those named but in his ter anything that resembled an
Bass could slip through the SparLuggage
case Titchenal feels the week of offensive attack in the 1-1 staletan net. The Bass may be used as
Where Servings Are Large
scrimmaging he lost will cause mate_
OPFN THIIPCDAY NIGHT
fish
bait.
Scampering
Jack
LarCLEANING
Let
more harm than to the others be’-:partan
hooters
have
lost
to
723 So. First Street
schcid may be the Spartan menAnd Prices Are Right
REPAIRING
Manuel
cause Norton isn’t accustomed to ‘-;an Francisco State, Cal Aggics
ace. The head Moose of the Tigers
RECORING
Spartan formations,
Do It
and
Stanford.
In
four
games
to
may install special cat -like tactics
COP FAVORED
648 So. First St.
CV 3-5701I
date the Spartans have allowed
to confuse the Spartans.
For the fourth straight week ten goals to be scored on them
On this side of the scene
the Spartans probably will be un- and have managed to reply only
other valuables come into play.
derdogs. Latest quotes were six seven times.
Can Emmett Lee and Mike
points in favor of the COP homeJones continue the slaying of
Prior to the season’s opening.
WOW!
coming eleven who also have the
Gollaths
with
their
San Francisco City College and
slingshot
They are here again! Mary
advantage of friendly terrain.
throws? Will any serious inUsF were conceded to he the
646 S. 2nd. St. Hours 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.
and Joe have returned to
Coach "Moose" Myers is cuzjuries occur during this week’s
to beat. SFCC Is in secteams
open the Burger House.
rently whipping his Bengals
practk e ?
Are the Spartans
ond place, tied with Cal and
’Cool
24¢
closed practice sessions to make
Hamburgers, Quality plus
ready to out-husle the Tigers?
Stanford.
20;
sure the COP crew doesn’t go
Beans
Chili
Last, but not least, what part
,The Dons opened the season
for
the
fourth
defeat
down
to
TI..
0+
P 0,
will luck play, if any? Some say,
Cal and recorded a 5-0
by
by L.L. ligainst
straight time.
"You make your own breaks."
victory over the Bears. This is
THE BURGER HOUSE
Ah,
sweet
mystery
of
football
an
and
opponent
has
score
the
lowest
331 E. SANTA CLARA ST i%
have the Spartans found you?
Nut to Miniature Golf.
managed against the vaunted USF
398 E. SANTA CLARA
’SNOOKER’ PLAYERS
attack.
Incidentally, after the State
According to statistics. SJS is
150/0
SWEATERS & CASHMERE COATS
crew lost the first two games a
ranked second in the NISC as a
our
Thrust and Parry writer called
DISCOUNT
defensive unit,
the players a bunch of ’snooker’
Prior to the SJS-USF game. ,
with your
William Rabenstein, All -AmerSPECIALTY
players. Funny, but if he kicked ica .22 caliber rifle shooter at SJS JV’s will play St. Ignatius
ASB CARD
SERVICE
COMFORT
HOUR
for
1
the Spartans when they were San Jose State in 1956, recently high school. The JV game begins
CONVENIENCE
down how come he isn’t praising returned to the campus to visit at 9 a.m.. with the varsity tilt
FRIENDLY SERVICE
them when they’re off to such his former coach, Al/Sgt. Lawr- scheduled for 10 a.m
MODERATE RATES
sweet victories.
Coach Nfeornder named the fol. I
ence Cunningham of the Army
From $4.50 to $7.00
CYpress 4-04194
Anyway, the ’snooker’ players ROTC department.
hieing as the starling lineup:
Drirein Garage
+1St 51700f CONS TIRUC I
’
here are better at throwing and
Goal. Ron Thompson; left fullRabenstein gained national InFREE OVERNIGHT PARKING
PA P:01.41 Sc
Wool, Wool Cashmere Cashmere Blends.
catching footballs than other guys tercollegiate recognition during back. Garvin Kelly: right fullback.
Of (If ,I,OP
’
ROO G. Caldusia sianeast
who do nothing but throw and his senior year here. He enlisted Gerhard Wenzel; left half, BernLatest patterns ar
catch footballs. Then too, we sug- In the Army upon graduation, and ard Aronstam: center half, Dan
Large selection,
gest that Titchenal. who it was joined the U.S. Army rifle team Estrada; right half, George SandSon Joe. Caltformo
--South First 51. at San Anton,’
Open
said "could only coach snooker following basic training.
ers; left wing. Emilio Rubi; inside
Mem cad Them
players." try his hand at football.
forWeddle:
Perry
center
left
fit
He was a member of that squad
Who knows, he might be able which recently toured Europe
’
Studitst Acts.
and ward. Bob Meyers; inside
to lead his team to victories competed against countries in- Marvin Rodriguez;
right ss
Invited
oker an offensike powerhouse
Dick Shepherd or Armando
119 South First Street
cluding Russia.
like Arizona State or defensheRahenstein now is working in enn.
ly stacked teams like Denser
Vallejo, but plans to return I.,
and Idaho?
SJS next year in order to take
Welt D.sno,,’:
Titchenal and his Sp artan graduate
Opening of Their New Department
Freemen’s Archery Shop A
work.
A
"WHIT! WILDIRNESS"
eleven seem to have put this
Sgt. Cunningham emphasi/i’d
AucFe Mucohy
CV 4-554-6
snooker - conscious letter writer
"RIDE A CROOKED TRAIL"
I vacancies still exist on
the cut’
behindthe eight ball. So be it! I
SPECIALISTS. Win EQUIPMENT Ill SALES I RENTALS
’IllaCKBOSRP JUNGLE"
SAN JOSE
rent varsity team. Interested pi
STAR
NIGHT"
"HOLLYWOOD
TOMORROW"
"I’LL CRY
sans an cont.ict him in 1183.

Frosh Football Squad
To Meet Tigers Here

Game Broadcast

71te 9adiator - -

SJS Booters COP Admittance
Face Top Club By ASB Cards

Cal Vet Agent

14

Lowest Gas Prices

4

20% STATIONS

Ray’s Barber Shop
Haircuts $1.25
Flat Tops $1.50

S. J. Radiator Service

ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOUS!digi

WORK OF ART

SAN JOSE’S POPULAR
DOWNTOWN HOTEL

It T CLE A N ERS

Rifle Champion
Returns To Visit
Former Coach

4:1, -

CAR COATS

19.95

MONTGOMERY HOTEL

chok SLATE

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN

CI

FREEMAN’S SKI SHOP

’'7IJI
cv. 7-30450
‘****.-,./wwws
DANIELLE

. GERARD
PHILIPE

iDARRIEUX
IIIMIVIr Anin

a

"’kOland

The BLACK"
(00000 ET Note)

1...

MAYFAIR
251+1 AND SANTA CLARA
Gregory Peck
"VG COUNTRY"
5 7 . ’ r ,r1,*
"LA PAR1SIENNE"

El. RANCHO DRIVE-IN
"Harry Black and the Tiger"
Plus
Jean Simmons
Greoeme Pe
’The Big

potinfry"

GRAND OPENING

Boxers To Organize

All candidates interested in in
ing out for the varsity or fres’
man boxing team are urged I
attend Monnay’s meeting of II
boxing team at 7:30 p.m. in I.
Amine GYM

VACATIONERS
Melte Your Nest Al
DAGGET UNDER THE SUN
World’s Largest Beach

NOVEMBER 5-12

$10.00 REWARD
For information leading +0 Mr
rest and conviction of party
or parties who stole ten -foot
table with benches attached
from our place of business bcfw.nen 10.30 p.m. and 6:30 a.m.
night of October 20-21. Campus Inn, 215 S. Oh St.

CAAND OPE11111’,
November 5-12

DOOR PRIZES

F.I.S. and OLYMPIC film tickets available now for
San Jose’s only showing. November 13Civic Auditorium$1.75. Student Price $1.25 at door.
group
SNOW TOURS planned at FREEMAN’S .
or individual.
Ample partial spate
We lobo trade-los
SKI SPLCIATISTS AND CUSTOM ARCHERY

FREEMAN’S SK! SHOP
540 THE ALAMEDA

CYpiii S 769’

Thursday. N.--....,rnh.srft. lOnS
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Romance Pace Slows;
!Three Announcements

1-4

Woman

day, Oct 211, EATIIIOUtleed the enENGAGEMENTS
VAILE-DE PEw

Premya

PREVIEW

Ey ARLENE PHILLIPS
ed/V..4W"

. son for my social insecurity: I do
not play bridge. A fair game of
"Authors," yes; and, if I say so
, myself. I wield a rather crafty
hand in -Fish" while holding my
own at "Animal Rummy."

"In De- isst Sympathy."
As the girl opened the card she
had just received and read the
message inside, she smiled and
then bent over with hearty laughter.
"May we express our deepest
sympathy at this lime of grief,"
was printed inside the card.
Why was tlie girl laughing at al
card expressing such a sincere
message?
Well, the card was from a fraternity --and on the girl’s left I
hand sparkled a diamond denoting!
her engagement to one of the men
in that house.
The a-drastic humor of her fianer’s fraternity brothers now
only strengthened her present Jo:WI
for she had struggled long andl
hard for TI1F: RING
Oh, sigh THE RING -or, evenl
THE PIN!
And yet, look across the page
at the list of pInnings and engagements and one pinning!
Who--or what- is behind this
new low in SJS romance?
Could the answer lie in the current fashions? Perhaps men just
don’t
think romantic thoughts
when their dates are wearing long
bulky sweaters, short, knee-showing skirts and colored, leg -covering long socks.
If this is the reason for the lack
of pinning% and engagements, the
solution is at hand.
Stand united, uomen! Lift up
your head bands and don your
long socks - for tomorrow is
"RAINBOW DA" (the day every -modern woman" wears her
head band and long socks to
school!)
however, just so that man of
your dreams won’t think you’ve
asserted your COMPLETE independence, change into your most
feminine formal and shearest nylons tomorrow night for the Coronation Ball! (See P. 1 for details.)

But when It some,, TO bridge,
the collegiate garnIng set has
left me standing at the Chinese
checker board. However. I have
struck hack valiantly In my customary stout-hearted fashion,
and am once again coining to

Be Bright -Eyed
and
Bushy -Tailed

Modeling the formal that will transform her from a berrmula
short -clad coed into a ruffle-surrounded uornan for the Coronation Ball tomorrow evening, t’arole Spotswood smiles at her fiance. Paul Smith. Dress fur the gala affair is formal (dark suits
for ineni and floss era are optional.
-Spartafoto by Paul Bucalstein

[

A

MAN’S
POINT OF VIEW

By JERRY NACHMAN
Ordinarily, I am the very epitome ot the dashing, style-conscious and urbane young-man about -campus: like those virile
collegiate swains who pose in carcoat and pipe among the pages
of Esquire.

A veritable Errol Flynn of the
Inner Quad am I in my terra cotta
bermuda pants -- square-jawed.
swarthy-c /leek ed, cleft -chinned.
Women fairly scamper to my doorthe fore!
step and throw their supple young
Each day after school, I return’
bodies at my Florsheims, the blood
to my lonely garret above a conwildly
through their
coursing
demned Slenderella salon, anI
veins. In short, I became the Ovid
turn out We-They, We -They, W of Courtship and Marriage 75.
They score pads on a tiny ha:
Then. suddenly, things went
powered press of my own
from had to disastrous. Coeds
Look for me to be big next se -1
passed me by with but a flick
mester in "7 No-Trump" -the varof their 1.&51; I found myself
sity bridge-scorers’ club.
sitting at a counter In the Coop;
my dates were signing out for
Keep On Your
9:15. I sensed all via., not well;
Toes With Rio0Z
no I mu itched my brand of "toothpaste and biiiitOlt a large BrylInes the student body sits
cream. Still nothing.
Unbelievable Low Cost
in class all day, getting numb
But no sluggard I. "Action" beat both ends, be crazy like
came my byword. I began by clefol, geep on your toes with
verly listing my phone number unNuiloz. Be alert for late -home
60 Dor
irse $645
Studying and hep on late
der the "Long Distance" heading
gates. Safe as coffee sad aid
in the phone book; then I signed
More too veruent.
up for the hula hoop contest at
43-65 Dare
kw. $99111
Co-Rece I also ran for card -stunt
Moor OWl
colIege ova".
ht. -,RE
chairman. Yes-It was good getAlso lovrcost Nips to wades
6
ting back into the old groo,..
$lat vs, Scssoll Ame.,,0 5599 gp.
Nowa. SILdy OW $349 ’do Ansi
again.
Af *sold His Wvr4/
79111
But my social calendar 1’..*Nn. to Pester
Ask Yew ’hotel Agent
Itio/to,, e al
roamed barren. In one mad mo- ’26th 111 a
id Own but
".0 vow
In names; id,
ment of frenzy 1 re -read my
l’ociat.ms alert toe.
Imo swat mit.
IRMA
"Spartan from the Start" to see!
where I had gone awry! I had
played intramural dodgeball! I had
seen my counselor twice a year! I
had learned the "Bob Titchenal
Split Six!" I had never smoked
FOR SALE
FOR RENT
in the Inner Quad! My record was
spotless, What was wrong?
New 2 bdrm. opts. CY 2-5449, 43 W. 36 Gum and Candy Machines and route
Then, only last evening, while Reed.
tiade. Spare time income, tier,
Sell
getting ready for another wild Furn, Apts. Go,-ups or sol es. New b,cla reas. CV 77700.
session on level three in the book
w carpet. 8 + r,, Art,’incitS V7 El.
tacks. I discovered the real rea- ;,orn Campus. Les K.rbe mit. CY 4- TR-3 ’513 must sacrifice. E.c. Coed
$2595. CY 7-8492 between 5 & 7 p.m.
9042.

Have a WORLD of FUN!
V Pave/ with I I TA

Europe
Orient

sit

No

Talk

CLASSIFIEDS

Humorist Lectures
At Forum Friday

Chic, to College,
ig g-.d.ocr;t14
.
Sin. e; 4 Ne*.r:
.4d
445 S. 801 $t.
Share apt. 2 men. $25 ea. 383 S. 5th Si.

Chttstending now apts. compl. furn,
Dr. Frank Baxter, nationally well -watt carpet;nq end decorator fee.
tures.
Ger.. Garb. end circ. soft water
known humorist and lecturer will
incl. $100 mo. double. It20 for 3. Ina.
speak on "American Humor ToMO?. 633 5. 8th St. efts. 2-30 o rim. deny.
day" at 7:30 in Morris Dailey
Humid for mat $75 mo. Sleeps 3 with
Auditorium tonight.
(acilities. CV 5.6402.
Dr .Baxter is known to local
TV viewers through his roles as I students. Aftrac. Ile. apt. Cow to
AX 6-3490.
"Dr. Research" in Frank Cappa’s ce,,e4e. $32.50
series "Adventures in Science." Fret. Ildttis. Yitch. pole, Girls. CV 4.0170
Southern California viewers have after 6. Quiet.
seen Dr. Baxter on
his series Share apt. Sr. E.E. slil slnere mode. ePt.
"Shakespeare on TV."
$35 me. Al Kenedy. 152 ’C’ North 7th.
Dr. Baxter’s appearance is spon- CT 5-4570.
sored by the Sunday Evening
Single modern runs. ICitch, and tote. pry,
Community Forum, ii San Jose Male itLgents 720 5, 3rd, CY 5-8121.
organization that presents free
New dolma sets Reedy Nos. 10 2 Wks.
cultural entertainment .for SJS
from campus. Ed. lee. units. Completely
students and San Jose residents. Furn, Wlll eCCerni. group of 3, 4. S stuThe group changed Its usual meet- dents. Boys or girls. 783 E. Read et 7th.
ing date in order to present Dr. Water arid verb. pd. CV 2 5732. Eyes,
CV 74564. $27.50 and $4() per student.
Baxter.

hab

Chic. Impels. ’58. Std. trans. Fully
equipped. Immaculate. $2775. CV 3
9416.
Golf clubs. 3 woods. 7 irons, $40. Man s
bike $15 CV 7-3121, Dixon.
WANTED
Expert Typing. Rea.. rates. CV 2-0772.
487 N. 2nd St.
14.1. to sham his near campus. $25 no.
555 5. 5th. Cl 7.1615.
Girl to share apt. with 2. CV 7-3517
5 p.m.

is

Ironing St hr. CV 3-4725.
LOST AND FOUND
Found. Girl’s wrist witch. Owner see
Mark at the Big Lipper.
Reward for raters of Dark Greer. striglod
mechesi,e1 pencil to Student Uniotr

Kappa Alpha Theta sorority
sisters were surprised Monday.
evening when junior general elementry education major Sue %all(’
to
announced
her engagement
Chuck De Pew. De Pew is a .
Ond class cadet at West Point milltary academy. The couple is hum
Palo Alto,
PINNING

gagement

of

Catholic

Women’s

Venter house president Diane
I
IGersineier to Hank Laior, Miss
’ Gersmeier is a junior general Mucation major from Redwood City.
A senior engineering major at the
Urn prsitv of Santa
’ Clara. Lalor
- is from Santa Rosa.
WEDDINGS
BARATiNi-KErLINGER

DOWNING-FAGUNDES

June 21 was the da t e when
Pati Baratini. June graduate in
, journalism from Sacramento, and
John Keplinger, SJS journalism
alumnus from San Jose, were married in Sacramento. Mrs. Keplinger, a member of Kappa Delta,
was president of 30 Club, predecessor to Theta Sigma Phi, na; tional professional fraternity for
women in journalism. Keplinger
was president of Sigma Delta Chi,
professional journalism fraternity,
GERSMEIER-LALOK
a member of Kappa Tau Alpha
A horn blown at midnight, ’Ian-’ and editor of the Spartan Daily.

A wedding next fall is being
planned by Kathy Downing and
Bob Fiigundes. Fagundes’ Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity brothers were
told oh the engagement Monday
night by Bill Jenkins. Miss Downing, a former SJS student, resides
in San Jose, while Fagundes Is
a senior business and industrial
management major from Sonny vale.

Spartaguide
Card Stunt Cemmittee, meeting.’
today, Dugout, 2:30 p.m.
Delta mu Upsilon, meeting, tonight, ’rum, 7.
"Encounter." meeting, Sunday.
First Christian Church: 7:30 p.m
fireside
Epsilon Eta Sigma,
Sunday, 167 S. Fourth St., 4-6 p.m.
Freshman Clans Public Relations Committee, meeting, today,
Student Union, 2:30 p.m.
Hui 0 !Umtata., meeting tonight, Student Y, 6:30,
Independent Women’s Homan
Council, meeting, tod,u , (11281,
3:30 p.m.
Lutheran Students Assn., meeting, tonight, Christian Center, 6.
Newman Club, Masi, tomorrow,
Newman Hall, 7:30 a.m.
Phi Upsilon PI, meeting, tomorrow, S26, 10:30 a.m.
Public Relations Personnel Vommittee, meeting, Wednesday, C11231.
Russian Club, meeting, tomorrow, T11155, 3:30 p.m.
Sangha, meeting, today, C11167.
5 p.m.

Social Affairs l’ommittee, meeting, today, TI126, 3:30 p.m.
Student Y. car-caravan to game,
Saturday, Student Y. 4 pm.
Student V, poster -making party,
tonight. Student Y, 7
Voung Republicans, meeting, tonight, 5164, 7:30,
BEANERY BULLETIN
t’oop-Fourth and San Fernando
40..
Swiss steak
Ravioli
Enchilada pie
Plate lunch
Cateteria--Sevesth Street
LUNCH ....
Beef macaroni
Braised beef
Baked corn pudding
Green peas

BEST GAS PRICES
IN SAN JOSE
AT
SECOND & WILLIAM
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ADVERTISERS
A & IA AUTO REPAIR
ACE LUNCHEON
ADA S LAUNDERETTE
11.155 ANDERSON
ARCHIE $ STEAK HOUSE
BAKAMAS
BETA KAPPA
IIETHEL CHURCH
BLOOM’S
TIRAKE I SEARING
1UNGALOW FOUNTAIN
BURGER HOUSE
CALIFORNIA BOOK COMPANY
CALIFORNIA PHYSICAL CULTURE STUDIO
CALIFORNIO TAPE RECORDEllS
CALLOWAY S CRYSTAL CREAMERY
CAMPI’S MUSIC COMPANY
COAST RADIO
DR CHENNELL
COLLEGE CHURCH
COLMAN’S
CONGREGATIONS DISCIPLES
CONTACT LENS CENTER
COOP
COPE II MrPHETRES
DIERKS DONUTS
DUTCH MILL
ED EBY
EL MOROCCO CLUB
EL RANCHO THEATRE
PACKS II
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
FOX THEATRE
GOLDEN STATE
GORDON’S
GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
HART’S
HAVENLY FOODS
HI -WAY MOTEL
HILLVIEW GOLF COURSE
HOFFMAN’S
HOUSE OF PIZZA
IRENE S LAUNDROMAT
JAN (OS
JAll SHOWBOAT
KEMP GUEST HOUSE
KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
LARK
THE LOUVRE
McWHORTER YOUNG
MADEMOISELLE
MAPLES COFFEE SHOP
MAUER S CAFETERIA
MAYFAIR THEATRE
MISSION JEWELERS

BE SURE TO BE REPRESENTED
IN THIS EXCITING ISSUE
1000 extra copies
14000 students
925 Faculty, Administration,
and Non-academic Employees
Thousands of alumni
(4000 invitations sent out)
Everybody in a holiday
spending mood
Social functions that
require just-right clothes
Meals and snacks for
students and visitors
Hotel and motel rooms
for visitors

NAY! ST’S
NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE
NORMANDIN’S
PACIFIC TELEPHONE I TELEGRAPH
PAUL’S JEWELERS
PAUL’S CYCLES
PIZZA GARDENS
POUR LE SPORT
PROCTOR S
ROOS 11105.
J R COWL
SAN JOSE HEALTH CLU1
SAN JOSE INN
SARATOGA THEATSE
,
SHANE’S
SPARTAN 100K
SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
SPEECH
DRAMA DEPT.
STATE MEAT MARKET
STATE SHELL SERVICE
STUART S
STUDIO THEATRE
TICO’S TACO’S
TOWNE THEATRE
TROPICAL ART SHOP
VISUVIO
THE WARDROBE
WESLEY FOUNDATION
J S WIILIAMS

12c
12,

Sahara Oil Co.

4011111MINtaa;--;-;

the big

Y.
45c

YOUR ADVERTISEMENT IN THE
BIG 1958 HOMECOMING ISSUE
WILL HELP MAKE YOU

STRONG ON THE CAMPUS

